Abstract. Protocol format reverse based on communication data has played an important role in the fields of network security and information countermeasures. In this paper, a format reverse analysis method for binary communication protocol which based on probability alignment and differential analysis of statistic is proposed. The method adopts the data set of protocol frame as analysis object, and makes the corresponding fields in protocol frame aligned accurately by probability alignment algorithm firstly, and then identifies the boundary of adjacent fields in the frame according to the different features of various statistics, and finally reverses the communication protocol format specification. The experimental results show that the method can effectively identify the format specification of binary communication protocol and semantics specification for some fields in protocol frame format.
The format reverse system framework of unknown protocol based on probability alignment
Multiple Sequence Alignment Algorithm Based on HMM
Guide tree is an important premise of progressive multiple sequence alignment, but the similarity measurement of two sequences is isolated, which leads to the construction of guide tree is not accurate, and further causes the result of the multiple sequence alignment is not accurate. To reduce the negative impact of deviation caused by guide tree, the reference sequence was introduced into the progressive multiple sequence alignment. Therefore, the paper introduces the probabilistic consistency method which revises scoring system by providing the consistency probability information by the third reference sequences for two sequence alignment which is based on Pair -HMM model. Analogy to the traditional progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm, multiple sequence alignment algorithm based on HMM is divided into the following five stages: 1) Posterior probability matrix computation; 2) Pairwise similarity computation; 3) Probabilistic consistency transformation; 4) Guide tree construction; 5) Progressive multiple sequence alignment. Posterior probability matrix computation. Let x and y be two frames represented as character strings in which x i is the ith character of x. Consider the pair-HMM given in Fig.1 , where A x,y is the space of all possible x~y alignments. Figure 2 the structure of Pair -HMM An alignment a corresponds uniquely to a sequence of state-emission pairs, <s 1 , o 1 >,...,<s n , o n >. The probability of a is given by:
Where π(s) is the initial or final probability of state s, α(s i → s i +1) is the transition probability, and β(o i | s i ) is the emission probability. Let a* be the alignment from A x,y which most nearly represents the "true" alignment of x and y. We assume that P(a | x, y) is the probability that an alignment a is equeal a*. Let the notation x i ~ y j ∈ a denote the event that positions x i and y j are matched in an alignment a. Formally, the posterior probability of x i ~ y j ∈ a* is:
Where 1{x i ~ y j ∈ a}is the condition function which evaluates to 1 whenever is true and 0 otherwise. Then the posteriori probability matrix P xy for the alignment of x and y is a table of P(
Pairwise similarity computation.
In this work, we find the alignment a which does not maximize the probability of a = a* but rather tries to guarantee high accuracy for a, which we define with respect to the alignment a* as: 
During the alignment process, however, a* is not known, so we instead maximize the expected accuracy of the reported alignment. And the expected accuracy is adopted to measure the similarity between two sequences. The expected accuracy of the reported alignment is given by:
Using this decomposition, we compute the maximal expected accuracy alignment by a simple variant of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [4] , where all match/mismatch scores are given by the posterior probability terms for corresponding letters, and gap penalties are set to zero.
Probabilistic consistency transformation.
In the previous subsection, we described a method for performing pairwise sequence alignment of two sequences x and y based on computing P(x i ~ y j ∈ a* | x, y) values for all positions in x and y, and subsequently using these posterior probabilities as match/mismatch scores in a Needleman-Wunsch like alignment procedure. In this subsection we introduce probabilistic consistency, a method for obtaining more accurate substitution scores when a third homologous sequence z is available.
For a sequence z, let z(k,k+1) denote the inter-letter regions (or gaps) between character k and k+1 of z for 0 ≤ k ≤ |z| (where z(0,1) and z(|z|,|z|+1) denote the gaps at the beginning and ends of z). Generalizing our notation for posterior probability of matches, an alternative estimate for the quality of a x i ~ y j match is given by marginalized probability: 
To simplify the calculation, ignored the second summation over gaps in z, and applied heuristic independence assumptions to get the follow expression.
With the procedure described above, we can align two sequences given information from a third sequence. To align two sequences x and y given a set of multiple sequences S, we would ideally estimate P(x i ~ y j ∈ a* | S). In practice, we use the heuristic decomposition:
Due to the posteriori probability alignment matrices tend to be spares with most entries near zero, so we can reduce the calculation complexity by ignoring these smaller entries of matrix to zero.
Guide tree construction. The paper will use a greedy heuristic method reminiscent of UPGMA [5] to construct a tree with high expected alignment reliability. Given a set S of sequences to be aligned, denote the expected accuracy for aligning any two sequences x and y as E(x, y). Initially, each sequence is placed in its own cluster. Then, the two clusters x and y with the highest expected accuracy are merged to form a new cluster xy; we then define the expected accuracy of aligning xy with any other cluster z as E(x, y)(E(x, z) + E(y, z))/2. This process is repeated until only a single cluster remains.
Progressive multiple sequence alignment. The final progressive alignment step is a routine extension of maximal expected accuracy alignment to an unweighted sum-of-pairs model. For each progressive alignment step, we run a profile-profile Needleman-Wunsch alignment procedure in which the score for matching a column containing n 1 non-gap characters to one with n 2 non-gap characters is computed by summing n 1 n 2 values from the corresponding pairwise posterior matrices. Note that no gap penalties are used in this final step, thus greatly simplifying the task of profile-profile alignment.
Protocol Format Analysis and Inference
In the communication process, the protocol data will be generated in strict accordance with the protocol specification constraints. Due to the different fields in protocol format have different constraints caused by the protocol specification, and the constraints will display though the characteristics of statistics of fields when the communication data is enough. This is also the theoretical basis that separating the adjacent fields in protocol frames by the characteristic analysis of these fields. The fields in the frames will be aligned based on the constant fields after the protocol frame collection is processed by multiple sequence alignment based on HMM, and the collection of protocol frames will turns into a two-dimensional frame matrix in which each line is a frame with some gaps in it. The constraint of values in the same filed of frames is the same in the process of communication, and the constraints between adjacent fields are different. We can make the statistical features of characters in the same domain field are similar and in different domain fields are different obviously by designing appropriate statistics. If the values of the statistics between two adjacent characters are different obviously, the two adjacent characters will be the partition boundary of two domain fields. After the calculation of various statistics of each column in the two-dimensional frame matrix is completed, such as change rate, mean, variance and ratio of major etc, we can merge the adjacent characters with the similar value of statistic into one domain field, and separate the adjacent characters with the different values of statistic into different domain fields. The protocol format segmentation completed when all characters have been divided into one domain field.
On the basis of protocol format segmentation, we can infer the semantics and function of each domain field in the protocol format according to the statistical characteristic. For example, if the change rate of a domain field is close to 100%, thus the domain field may be checksum or serial number field. We can further determine the function type of the domains field through the analysis of distribution of field value.
Experiment and Results
To validate the method of protocol format reverse analysis presented in the paper. We use the Wireshark which can capture the network data to obtain the Internet data as the experimental data, and test the validity of the reverse analysis method without any prior knowledge.
The experimental results and analysis of multiple sequence alignment based on HMM.
The value of certain fields in the frame changes frequently, which causes different fields in two frames have the same value. In order to cater to the special situation, traditional progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithms will insert some gaps into the frames, as shown in Fig.3 , so as to make the near field cannot be aligned. Fig.4 is the results obtained by our probability multiple sequence alignment.
From Fig.4 , we can see that the multiple sequence alignment based on HMM can eliminate the negative impact of special frames on the entirety result, and improve the accuracy of multiple sequence alignment results, so that the corresponding fields in the protocol frame are aligned correctly. Figure 3 The sequences set processed by traditional multiple sequence alignment Figure 4 The sequences set processed by our probability multiple sequence alignment The experimental results and analysis of format inference. Using the communication data encapsulated by Ethernet-IP-ICMP protocol as input data, the sequences set processed by our probability multiple sequence alignment without prior knowledge is shown in Fig.5 Figure 5 The sequences set processed by probability multiple sequence alignment After the calculation of various statistics, such as change rate, mean, variance and ratio of major, etc, is completed. We can found that the construction of the first 8 characters in the frames shows a cross feature. Because the change rates of column 1 to column 4 are almost equal, and column 5 to column 8, column 9 to column 12 have the same characteristic, so this 12 columns could be divided into 3 domain fields respectively. And the change rate of column 4 and 5, column 8 and 9 are different obviously, so they are the boundary of different domain fields. On the other hand, the ratio of major character of the front four columns close to 50%, and the middle four columns close to 100%, and the last four columns close to 50% also. We conclude that the fields with the cross characteristic maybe the address fields of both sides of communication.
The complete reverse result of protocol format is shown in Table 1 . We can see from Table 1 that the algorithm can parse the frame format of the unknown protocol in byte level. The value of some adjacent fields in the captured packets is not changed all the time, which leads to these fields are merged into a larger constant field by the algorithm. For this case, we can increase the amount of data collected to highlight the gap of characteristics between the adjacent fields, and separate these fields into different domain fields. 
Summary
Protocol format is an important part of the protocol specification, through which the grammar logic of the protocol could be understood. To solve the format reverse problem of unknown communication protocol, we designed a format reverse analysis method for unknown binary protocol from the communication data which based on alignment of fields and differential analysis of statistics. We designed the probability alignment algorithm for binary protocol frames by joining HMM analysis method into the basis of traditional progressive multiple sequence alignment. The corresponding fields in the frames could be aligned accurately through the probability alignment, and then various statistics of fields are calculated, and finally the boundary of adjacent fields in the frame and the format of protocol are identified according to the different characters of various statistics. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the Internet protocol data is used as test data. The experimental results show that the probability alignment can effectively eliminate the negative impact of special frames and improve the accuracy of multiple sequence alignment results. And the protocol format reverse analysis method can effectively identify the format specification of binary communication protocol.
